Introduction
Undeniably, the current South African socio-political and economic landscaping has become interesting for any human and social science research analysis. Some time ago the country witnessed the sad story of Afrophobia in South Africa, stemming from 2008, with a recurrence in 2015. The conclusion of the Marikana killings left many unanswered questions. In fact, there are mixed feelings in terms of how 'correction' should be applied in this case. There is consensus that their current South African situation has become complex. New issues and challenges have emerged. An HIV/Aids pandemic remains a challenge. Poverty and unemployment remain stubbornly high. The economic storm clouds are far from disappearing. Crime is not only soaring, but increasingly violent.
There is a pervasive air of public corruption. Often one notes with a sense of disappointment that even some South African democratic institutions are battered. The abuse of children, women and the aged has reached terrifying levels. In some cases, one finds that communities are paralyzed by the feeling of anxiety, drift and foreboding of imminent collapse among communities. Spate of violence and protests by communities across the country against sluggish governments delivery of public services, indifferent officials and corruption are also likely to continue. It is giving a strong sense of uncertainty, discontentment and doubt. It is all pervasively a state of restlessness. While one agrees with generalised comments raised on the South Africa's 'growing democracy' but one is inclined to read that there is a level of dissatisfaction and disappointment among communities.
In a stimulating essay, reflecting closely on current works of Johannes Fabian, Blommaert writes about 'Writing as a problem' with reference to what he calls 'African grassroots writing, economies of literacy, and globalization ' (2004) . Blommaert refers to Fabian's argument 1 that 'the confrontation of ethnographers with written texts leads to rediscovery of orality,' and that 'this discovery is based on the realization that reading of ethnographic texts demands attention to speech and oral performance ' (Blommaert 2004:643) . When Fabian was confronted, 'with the erratic and less than consistent writing practices of its author, Andre Yav (a former houseboy from Lubumbashi) … he had to rely on a local informant, who was asked to read the text aloud and transcribe the recording of this 'reoralization ' (Bloemmaert 2004:643) .
In this paper, I intend to consider both Fabian and Blommaert's argument about recoveries of orality in written texts. As Blommaert (2004:644) strongly asserts, ' We not only seem to recover orality as (possible) function of literacy, but that we may indeed want to revisit the whole issue of the function of written text.' According to Fabian Africa, the crisis of xenophobia or Afrophobia, as some critics prefer to call it and related spates of violence add to this challenge.  Second, I will discuss some current challenges of South Africa's migrant labourers by making use of some theories of folklore and orality. In addition, I
will apply a method of discourse analysis in reading the note and debating its appropriate hermeneutics of power and identity in this case. 'is a structured complex of meaningful sounds, the main feature of which is the fact that it disappears as soon as it has been produced, writing results in crafted artefacts that have -at least typically -the capacity to be lasting, to be archived ' (2004:644) .
While I agree to some posits by Blommaert here, I contest the idea that spoken language 'disappears as soon as it has been produced.' The whole idea underrates the potential of memory in general and memory strategies, as developed by local communities to record, manage and innovate their various forms of 'spoken language', either in praise poetry, musical arts performances, riddles, proverbs, or storytelling. ' (Street 1995 , Collins 1995 , Collins and Blot 2003 .
As Blommaert (2004:646) reports, many of these studies acknowledge the 'social embeddedness and situatedness of writing, and around the fact that literacy occurs in the shape of specific literacy practices performed in specific social contexts' (see also Gee 1990 , Besnier 1995 , Street 1995 , Barton 1994 .
Data
The data I shall discuss here came to me 'accidentally'. I saw a note which was nearly Regardless of all these challenges I decided to forge ahead and conduct the research.
In my view the Tumbuka language was key to understanding and 'translating' the note. Unfortunately, he has lost a brother. Dada Luhanga was raised in a family that was based in a community that relied on subsistence farming or agriculture 2 . He recalled some of the farming products that include mbila, mantonkomane, mpunga, hanyezi, nthochi and vikhawo/mayawo. These and other products were even sold at the local community market. Dada Luhanga regards himself as a committed Roman Catholic member, both 2 Subsistence agriculture or farming is when a farmer lives on a small amount of land and produces enough food to feed his or her household and have a small cash crop. The goal of subsistence agriculture is to produce enough food to ensure the survival of the individual family. If there is excess food produced, it is sold locally to other families or individuals. 
Reading the note
One should hasten to admit that my initial reading of the note exposed my prejudices in terms of 'spoken language' versus 'written language'. Despite my former training on orality, I could not help it but subject my reading to prejudicial tendencies whose textualised criteria included coherence, transparency, and correctness -in short, those discourse features which we associate with truth (Blommaert 2004:654 
A case for a different kind of writing
The note presents a different writing mode; a writing-back process, or a narrative-note (polelo). Such narrative discourse opens a door for the reader into the narrator's world.
The note distinguishes between histoire, recit and narration, to account for the analytical categories used in any narrative situation. In the note one is confronted by story, (oral) text and narration. For purposes of this paper, both the story and (oral) text interplay.
The textual narration of the above note stands in relation to both story and narration. 'Africa has become a writing continent …But its products of writing may not be directly accessible as bearers of historical, cultural, and social knowledge, and consequently we may fail to see, detect, and identify documents as bearers of such knowledge.'
Concluding remarks
Having analysed the note, one reads the current South African socio-political and economic landscaping as becoming complex. Historically, liberation struggles intensified in the country for centuries ago. These periods of struggle for liberation were not This constant reflection is noted in various forms that include local narratives and anecdotes and also reported stories of anger, frustration, anguish and agitation. This came to the point where public infrastructures were destroyed in the process of staging these protests. One noticed that there were two kinds of protests: first "social delivery protests", which often spring up as road blockades, burning tyres, trashing vehicles, scattering rubbish and then die away, and the activities of social movements, which assume a more ongoing and organized form. These protests have been called "social delivery protests."
While one agrees with generalised comments raised on the South Africa's 'growing democracy' but one is inclined to read that there is a level of dissatisfaction and disappointment among communities. The fact remains -all is not well. A serious rethinking has been necessary to push African leaders to the drawing board and start to re-strategize on a number (on) of issues: reflect on the mandate, and consider honestly on the servitude task for the people of Africa, have a better way to re-articulate policies around public service, review the human capability plans, have a well-shaped monitoring and evaluation plan in place. On another level there has always been a need to distinguish between political leadership and administrative task. Although at times the two are linked but should not be confused.
On a different level the South African situation is compounded by regional integration developments. The note accounts for this developing situation of migration and regional integration. It becomes important to note the importance of orality and reoralisation in reading and interpreting the current South African socio-economic and political situation. The analysis of the helped to bring together a social analysis approach and the study of orality. As argued in the paper, orality is affirmed as the foundation and development of oral communities; hence, the focus on the note. As demonstrated above 
